A WAVE of pessimism regarding current economic conditions appears to have afflicted many parts of the world. Such pessimism manifests itself in skepticism regarding market type economic systems and democratic forms of government in general. In other words, the extent of government involvement in the functioning of the economy seems to be a major issue.

In the United States, for example, there are those who consider the recent less-than-desirable economic performance to be the result of incorrect and misdirected decisions on the part of the private sector. These critics of free markets, therefore, advocate the replacement of many private sector decisions by more government decisions in the form of government planning.

On the other side there are those who regard current economic problems as a result of too much government involvement in the economic system. They cite, for example, all the government regulations which impinge on the ability of private enterprise to make sound business decisions. In addition, these opponents of government involvement in the economy maintain that attempts on the part of the government to "fine tune" the economy have been counterproductive.

In order to evaluate the merits of the two conflicting viewpoints, it would be useful to examine an economic system that evolved as a result of active consideration of both views. Such an example exists in Germany where, since World War II, the debate over the role of government in a market oriented economic system has made a significant contribution to the economic system which currently prevails.

PHASES OF EVOLUTION OF THE GERMAN ECONOMY

From its inception at the end of World War II to the present, the economic system in Germany has undergone change. Three phases of change may be identified:

1) establishment of a market economy that remained essentially unchanged throughout the reconstruction period, which lasted until about 1960;
2) reaction of the state to rectify market imperfections since about 1960;
3) reappraisal of the market system's efficiency — the phase which is currently in progress.

The economic system in all three phases may be described as a mixed economy — that is, a system in which both the private and public sectors affect the allocation of resources. The theoretical base for this economic system lies in neo-liberal ideas whose main German-speaking proponents were W. Eucken, A. von Hayek, and A. Müller-Arnack. These economists strongly influenced the "spirit" of the German constitution of 1949 as well as the formulation of economic policy. From the outset there was a consensus among all major political groups regarding the establishment of a market type economic system which was "socially responsible".

In such an environment, the role of government is expanded beyond the basic function of providing a
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democratic (legal and institutional) framework which, among other things, protects individual freedoms. Other responsibilities are the allocation of resources (providing public goods), the stabilization of the economy, and the redistribution of income and wealth. By assuming these responsibilities, it is hoped that the government may also be able to prevent the concentration of economic power, promote self-help initiatives, and correct undesirable market induced results in general.

**Postwar Reconstruction Phase**

After decades of experience with central planning, the introduction of democratic and market system principles after the end of World War II was like a voyage into uncharted waters. A feeling for democracy and for a market oriented economic system had by and large disappeared. Thus, the new system of socioeconomic organization was regarded by many as an experiment. Doubt was expressed as to whether the German population would be able to adapt to the new conditions. In retrospect, however, it can be said that the adaptation proceeded more quickly than even optimists had thought possible.

The first postwar phase of the German economy was characterized by reconstruction, the elimination of other war-induced problems, and the absorption of more than 10 million refugees from former German territories in the east. The economic results of the reconstruction phase, until approximately 1960, became widely known as “the German economic miracle.” It featured reduction of the unemployment rate from 11 percent in 1950 to 1 percent in 1960, above average economic growth, practically stable prices, and high and increasing export surpluses.

The German economy grew at a rapid rate because ample capacity (capital and labor) existed. With the exception of the agricultural sector, which had come under increasing governmental control after the establishment of the EEC in 1958, many of the remaining government regulations — especially on land and housing — had been lifted by 1960. Thus in the postwar reconstruction phase the economy was essentially a free market system with variability of individual prices and open entry to all economic sectors. Democracy and the market economy had withstood their first crucial test. Stable political conditions and efficient economic results indicated that the decision regarding the establishment of the new system had been appropriate.

Despite the success of the reconstruction phase, some problems remained. Rapid economic growth did not proceed without frictions and excesses. The provision of certain public goods (one of the social elements of the market economy) had been neglected, according to many. (1) Following the breakup of cartels after World War II, new power constellations developed, especially in the heavy industries (iron, coal, and steel), the chemical industry and the banking sector. In addition, new power concentrations arose in the construction industry and the retail sector at the expense of small and medium sized firms. It was felt by some that these developments endangered competition. (2) The functional income distribution remained practically constant from 1950 until 1960 (wage share 0.6; profit share 0.4). (3) Severe cyclical swings in economic growth raised questions concerning the stability of the private sector.

To sum up, the new system of social and economic organization was considered still in its infancy. At this point government guidance was favored as a means of assuring full development of the potential benefits of the newly evolved market system.

**State Reaction Phase**

The second phase of the German postwar development extends to the present, and thus overlaps with the third phase. Government reacted to the problems of the first phase in four ways. These reactions, in turn, impinged somewhat on economic freedom.

1. **Competition and Restrictions on Business:** The law governing cartels was strengthened and firms with market power became subjected to stronger regulations by the Federal Agency for Cartel Supervision (Bundeskartellamt). In spite of these actions, the number of German firms declined by about 300,000 (15 percent) from 1961 to 1970, and this decline affected almost solely small firms (up to 49 employees). In addition, occupational and product safety legislation became more stringent. And in recent times new environmental regulations were devised with the aim of requiring producers to assume (internalize) costs of production which had before fallen on others.

2. **Progressively Increasing Public Expenditures:** As shown in the accompanying chart, the proportion of GNP accounted for by total Government expenditures
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in government expenditures amounted to approximately the same absolute increase which occurred during the previous twenty years. As a result, the proportion of GNP accounted for by private consumption decreased noticeably. Developments in the United States show similar tendencies, even though the share of government expenditures of GNP is significantly smaller than in Germany.

The progressively increasing government expenditures are, at least partly, the monetarily sensed change in government responsibilities. They are reflected, on the one hand, by an expanded infrastructure (transportation, communication, education, etc.), a larger supply of public goods in general, and in sectoral and regional policy measures. Such measures were to aid specific regions, to subsidize sectors of national importance (coal, railways, postal service) and to neutralize crowding out effects on small and medium sized firms as a consequence of the newly established economic power constellations mentioned above. Also, increased Government activity occurred in such areas as the social security system (increased contributions), tax laws (tax rate increases for higher income classes, tax rate reductions for lower income groups), and wealth redistribution in the form of subsidized savings programs for lower income groups. Thus, redistribution policies in Germany, together with more active labor unions, led to an increase in the wage share from 60 percent in 1960 to 70 percent in 1973.

(3) Stabilization Policies: Toward the end of the 1960s five complete growth cycles had been experienced and inflationary tendencies had manifested themselves with the result that energetic governmental guidance of economic activity ensued. An important force for the ratification of the "Stabilization and Growth Law" of 1967 was the recession of 1966/1967. This law provided for a broad spectrum of anticyclical instruments of tax and expenditure policies to be invoked in case of — as stated by the law — an "impending economic disequilibrium". Until 1967 there was no conscious attempt of using anticyclical policies.

The Stabilization and Growth Law requires that policies of Federal, state, and local governments do not jeopardize overall economic equilibrium. Unlike the U.S. Employment Act of 1946, however, the German central bank is not included in the above requirement. The law defines "economic equilibrium" as a condition in which the goals of price stability, high
employment, balance of payments equilibrium, as well as continuous and reasonable economic growth are satisfied simultaneously. In case the actual situation deviates from this optimal combination of goals, or in case conflicts between the individual goals arise, the executive branch of the Federal government decides about the type and extent of fiscal measures to resolve the conflicts and to maintain the optimal goal combination.

The instruments of this law, especially public investment programs and changes in the income tax and depreciation rates, have been used against both inflation and recession. A slogan which accompanied the formulation of this law was: "as much market as possible, as much planning as necessary". The intention was for this law to affect macroeconomic relations only, whereas the market mechanism was to be the sole means of affecting microeconomic relationships. From the beginning there was criticism that such a distribution of responsibilities between government and market was not feasible, and perhaps even contradictory. Moreover, the philosophy on which the law was based was strongly attacked. The underlying philosophy of the law postulated that market systems have inherent tendencies to increase cyclical disturbances to such an extent that the system itself may be endangered — a hypothesis which remains unsupported.

(4) Market Intervention: An additional distinguishing feature of the reaction phase of government was that certain sectors (the market for rental property, and portions of the markets for land and energy) were taken out of the free market and subjected to governmental price and/or quantity controls. Such a move was generally motivated by above average price increases in those particular sectors.

Reappraisal of Market System Phase

While the second phase was characterized by increasing government expenditures, a third phase which appears to be emerging is characterized by increased anxiety about government activity. Some feel that government involvement in the economy has advanced so far as to seriously endanger economic freedom in particular and the market system in general. Those concerned with this development demand reductions of both governmental controls and intervention and also call for a reappraisal of the merits of the market system. Such demands have become more pronounced in recent years as a result of intense public discussion and of new political initiatives involving governmental guidance of private investment decisions and the requirement to have workers participate in the corporate decisionmaking process (known as “democratization of employer decisions”). In general, those opposed to the growth of government base their arguments primarily on the following:

(1) Deductions for taxes and social security amounting to approximately 40 percent of GNP lead to both a diminished willingness to work and to a general welfare mentality. Since more and more private sector functions are assumed by the public sector, the functioning of the market system is jeopardized. Bureaucratic administration of profits and losses is increasingly substituted for profit and loss decisions made in the market.

(2) The Keynesian doctrine, which advocates smoothing of the business cycle through fiscal actions, is not supported by the German experience. On the contrary, the opposite thesis has to be entertained, namely that the use of policy instruments (implementation of the Stabilization and Growth Law) worked in such a way as to increase cyclical disturbances.

In fact, a number of undesirable results materialized after implementation of the new law in 1967. Even though the law was designed to affect macroeconomic processes only, microeconomic effects resulted in practice. Restrictive policy actions, for example, led to discrimination against small and medium sized firms. The reason for this was that because of a lack of diversification such firms were affected more by a cutback of government orders than large corporations. On the other hand, during periods of expansionary fiscal policy large corporations were able, because of skilled management, to react to changes in tax and depreciation rates much faster than small and medium sized firms.

Once such selective micro effects had manifested themselves, specific governmental programs were required to correct the effects of previous fiscal actions. In other words, fiscal policy assumed an ad hoc character, based on the principle of trial and error. There were also the more general problems associated with fine tuning, and the lagged response of the economy to policy actions which increased both the uncertainty of private sector decisions and the size of the public sector.

(3) Finally, price controls over the markets for land and rental property generated sharp criticism. Since all sectors of the economy are interdependent, government control of prices in one sector will necessarily affect other sectors also. Once begun, governmental intervention, like an oil spill on water, tends to spread
to more and more markets, but first to the most closely related sectors. With respect to the markets for land and rental property, the most closely related sectors, (and, hence, likely candidates for the imposition of controls), would be the construction industry and capital markets. Germany is now once again at a point where she is trying to decide what degree of government involvement will give desired results without impinging on the benefits derived from the free market.

**IN SEARCH OF AN OPTIMAL MIX BETWEEN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR**

In an economy where private and public sectors coexist, the question arises whether there is an optimal combination between the two. This question may be analyzed by considering a governmental action regarding the assumption of new responsibilities (for example, environmental conservation). The life cycle of such a decision may be characterized as follows:

The starting point is **why** should government assume this responsibility? A common answer might be: because desires for this service exist. This answer immediately provokes several other questions: **how** is it possible to determine whether this service is desired? Would the private sector be less efficient at providing these services? Or, are we concerned about goods and services which the private sector won't provide — either not at all, or in insufficient quantities (too high a cost)? Is the decision perhaps based on political considerations?

Assuming the government, after considering its constitutionality, decides to accept the new responsibility, the next step would be to inquire into the consequences of this decision. Responsibility for this service necessitates expenditures (for salaries, goods, and perhaps transfers). These expenditures, in turn, have consequences for the development and the structure of the markets for goods, services and factors of production (allocation of resources).

Finally, it is necessary to decide on the method of **financing** the new expenditures (user charges, contributions, taxes or credit). Which is preferred, depends on legal, political and economic considerations.

The fundamental question in this connection concerns the "appropriate" (optimal) proportions of private and public goods in a (principally) market oriented economy. Answering this question requires a theoretical basis, a general theory of optimal state activity, that is, a **theory of public responsibilities**.

**Analytical Approach**

An exact criterion for determining the optimal quantities of both public and private goods supplied would be a social welfare function. Such a function should contain all privately and publicly produced goods and services (as well as their distribution among individuals) as arguments. If it were possible to find a yardstick with which to measure the supply of public goods objectively, and if a social welfare function were available, it would be possible to determine the optimal supply of public goods for any available quantity of resources. Research on the construction of an empirical welfare function has been going on for more than 100 years, and so far has been, and will probably remain, unsuccessful.

This approach is based on principles of price and utility theory, which conclude that the last unit of money spent will result in the same utility in all its uses. In other words, if the additional utility of a dollar spent on public goods exceeds that of private goods, then this dollar should be channeled to the public sector in order to maximize social welfare. Although plausible, this approach does have serious drawbacks.

Since interpersonal and intertemporal utility comparisons can not be used as objective yardsticks, the evaluation of the supply of public goods can only be made on the basis of subjective preferences. Different groups of society — in the extreme each individual — will, therefore, consider a different combination of total supply as optimal. In addition, there is the complication that the output of public goods is either imperfectly, or not at all, measurable (see screened insert). An empirical social welfare function is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to come by; it is an abstract theoretical concept. The failure to develop an empirical social welfare function was described by one of the leading welfare theoreticians, K. E. Boulding, as follows: "I believe this attempt has been a failure, though a reasonably glorious one..."

Thus, the absence of objective guidelines with which to evaluate state responsibilities has led in recent years to increasing anxiety over state activities.
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Measurement of State Activity

Today there is fear that the Federal Republic is moving relentlessly in the direction of a "welfare state," à la Scandinavian examples. However, the degree of state activity upon which such judgments are based is usually expressed by economic variables, and can lead, depending on the choice of the particular variable, to different conclusions. According to the accompanying chart with data for 1974, there are at least three different variables which can serve as proxies for the degree of state activity (relative to GNP):

— The broadly defined indicator of state activity ($G^* = 43.6\%$; for the U.S. $G^* = 33\%$).

— The less broadly defined indicator (excluding transfer payments) ($G = G^* - Tr = 23.5\%$; for the U.S. $G = 21.4\%$ in 1973).

— The narrowly defined indicator ($Gs = G^* - Tr - Go = 10.6\%$; for the U.S. $Gs = 11.5\%$ in 1973).

Criticism concerning state activity is usually based on the broadly defined indicator ($G^* = 43.6\%$ of GNP). This indicator may be misleading, because double counting occurs. (It is appropriate to use the broadly defined indicator only if it is desired to express that amount of national income, including monetary transfers, that flow through government accounts; or — partly — as an indicator of income redistribution). If one is interested in the amount of resources which are directly absorbed by Government, expenditures on goods and services, the less broadly defined indicator ($G = 23.5\%$), would be appropriate. With respect to the comparative contributions of the public and private sectors on total value added, the even more narrowly defined indicator ($Gs = 10.6\%$) is the appropriate measure.

Moreover, regardless of how the output of the public sector (that is, the supply of public goods) is measured, criticism arises. This occurs because an increasing Government proportion of GNP does not necessarily result in a noticeable increase in Government output. In addition, Government activity, regardless of how it is measured, is an imperfect indicator with respect to the actual supply of public goods, for a number of reasons. Price stability, internal and external security, and equal opportunity are also public goods, but are not captured quantitatively in this measure. In addition, this measure does not reflect positive (and negative) externalities resulting from Government activity. So far as Government activity is included, it is only at producer cost, rather than at market prices. Therefore, it is incorrect to associate a constantly increasing Government share of GNP with a real increase in the supply of public goods. Even if it were possible to determine the specific rate of inflation of government expenditures, the measurement of public output would still be a problem. Therefore, it is not possible to determine either a sufficient measure of productivity, or a reliable decomposition of quantity and price components in the public sector.

Normative Approach

When applied to the political process, the analytical approach to public expenditures, based on price and utility theoretical considerations, is transformed into a normative approach. That is, politicians fix norms and make decisions about priorities. Since the constitution does not specify an objective decisionmaking apparatus and since such an apparatus does not even exist, politicians resort to such guiding principles as some vague notion of increasing public welfare. This is not to say that political decisions are reached without any economic rationale. Rather, economic prin-
principles may exist in the background, as a vague guideline, when attempting to achieve the largest possible (social) benefit per unit of money.

The essence of this argument, then, is the following: a continuing and intensive development of a theory of public responsibilities (and expenditures) is necessary — especially a nonmarket decision theory. The application of cost-benefit analysis with respect to (public) infrastructure investments is a case in point. These considerations require a change in emphasis: de-emphasis of the traditionally one-sided study of market relationships and emphasis of political decision processes. This does not mean the substitution of "planning rationale" for "market rationale". What is required, however, is that political decision mechanisms be combined with those of the market. That is, even political decisions ought to be formulated on the basis of prices.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Germany the adoption of a socially oriented market economy after World War II proceeded in three phases. The first phase, which featured rapid economic recovery, left numerous social problems unsolved. The following reaction phase led to increased government involvement in the economy, as witnessed by progressively increasing government expenditures and numerous restrictions on economic freedom. The present (third) phase of economic development constitutes, to some degree, a counter reaction — criticism and anxiety concerning increasing state activity, and reassessment of the efficiency of a market economy. In evaluating the role of government such cycles can be noticed in other countries as well. Developments in the United States, in this regard, show many parallels with the German case. It is too early to tell, however, whether elements of a planned or a market economy will dominate the future economic system in Germany. Independent of specific historic and legal arrangements in individual countries, the determination of an optimal relationship between the private and the public sector constitutes an unsolved problem for all industrial countries of the west.

The magnitude of government expenditures, as contained in the National Income Accounts, do not permit unambiguous assertions with respect to the measurement of government activity. Neither are they a reliable indicator with which to evaluate the supply of public goods as to its optimality. Although, in theory, a social welfare function provides exact criteria for the determination of optimal government activity, it has not been possible to represent the empirically observable counterpart of such a function. Even the construction of social indicators as substitutes for an empirical welfare function is not possible without appealing to value judgments. Thus, as long as it is not possible to develop a comprehensive and empirically meaningful theory of public responsibilities, politicians must necessarily rely on normative, and therefore many times arbitrary, decisions.